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Abstract— To develop an accelerometer based system to 

interpret the need of patient using gesture recognition .These 

accelerometers are being attached to the fingers of both the 

palms for capturing the movements. The prime focus was on 

the accelerometer which will start sending the analog value 

of the patient movement into the voltage form and the same 

analog voltage value will be converted into digital voltage 

value information of the necessity of the patient with the aid 

microcontroller and it will be displayed on the LCD display 

screen attached at the receiver side for respective voltage 

value information. It uses the microcontroller, RF module 

and accelerometer as its main components. This is to 

facilitate the doctors with the necessity of the patient while 

the patient is in non-communicative state, and has a very 

good range of application in Intensive Care Unit (ICU), 

CCU, and ICCU. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The medical electronics technology is changing so rapidly, 

that everyday something new is discovered or developed for 

the benefit of mankind. Today, we are witnessing an 

increased use of electronics devices in medical field. The 

major factor behind the rapid progress in health care has 

been the development of microelectronics, microcontrollers, 

digital signal processing, electrodes, transducers, data 

processing techniques etc.  

 Our body can perform various physical activities to 

carry out necessary function those  are essential for survival  

such as  walking, playing, dancing, writing, speaking  these  

acts are achieved  because of  naturally present sensors into 

the body ,suppose due to some disabilities if the person is 

unable to communicate then in such cases the medical 

technology make use of manmade sensors. 

 Keeping all the technological advancement in 

mind, the best use of sophisticated technology in working 

out on Gesture Recognition of Patient Using Accelerometer, 

as gesture means movement. An accelerometer is an 

electromechanical device, which gives the analog voltage of 

any movement. 

II. EASE OF USE 

The goal is to recognize the gesture using 

accelerometer
[1][2][3]

, for the patient who is in non-

communicative state, for example the person undergone 

with some surgery, such as heart surgery, vocal cord 

surgery, in case of burning, hemi paralyzed cases, in all 

these the patient unable to communicate with the individual 

around him. But they can move their leg, hand, neck, 

through their movement they can convey the information 

what they intended to, so for such type of patients we had 

developed accelerometer based system, which gives the 

analog voltage information of movement and that voltage 

information get converted into digital information value of 

the necessity of the patient to be displayed on the LCD 

screen Kept at the receivers side for respective voltage 

information value acquired by the accelerometer. The whole 

communication is wireless
 [4]

 and can be done using Radio 

Frequency module. 

III. METHODOLOGY-BLOCK DIAGRAM 

A. Block Diagram of Transmitter Section: 

In this accelerometer will act as an input device working on 

three axis, generating different voltages. Now this voltage 

input information value get sensed to the microcontroller for 

processing. Here Microcontroller will send a signal to the 

encoder for encoding purpose. Module using 315MHz of 

frequency 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Transmitter Section 

B. Block Diagram of Receiver Section: 

At the receiver side, there is a RF Receiver which is 

receiving the signal from transmitter. After receiver this 

signal is sended to decoder for decoding purpose then to 

microcontroller so as to get the original information ,after 

that the information will be display on 16x2 LCD Display 

screen .  

 
Fig. 2: Block Diagram of Receiver Section 

IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Hardware Component: 

 Microcontroller ATmega32 

 HT12E Encoder 

 HT12D Decoder 

 7085 Voltage Regulator IC 

 LCD Display Module 

 Accelerometer 

1) Microcontroller ATmega32 [11]: 

Microcontroller ATmega32 is 8 bit microcontroller . It is 

based on Reduced Instruction Set Computing architecture 

design. Most of the instructions execute in one machine 

cycle. It can be operated on frequency of 16MHz. 

http://www.engineersgarage.com/microcontroller
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 It has 4 input/output ports. It has inbuilt ADC, 

hence there is no need to attached external ADC.  

 We used ATmega32 microcontroller, because it has 

high performance, also it shows high processing speed. 

2) HT12E Encoder
[6]:

 

HT12E is an encoder basically for interfacing infrared and 

RF circuit. It gives serial output for parallel input. To 

transmit data through RF transmitter it takes 12-bit parallel 

data and encoded into serial. 

3) HT12D Decoder
[7]:

 

HT12D is a decoder basically used for interfacing with 

infrared and RF communication module. It gives parallel 

output for serial input. It has a capability to decoded 12-bit 

data, and it decode original signal with absolutely no error. 

4) 7085 Voltage Regulator IC
[8]:

 

7805 voltage regulator is three pin IC Input, Ground, 

Output. Input pin has function that whatever the input 

coming from the power supply is fed to input pin, Ground 

pin is connected to the ground and Output pin provide the 

output of 5v to the whole circuit. 

 Sometimes what happen  there will be fluctuation 

in the voltage ,because of that there will be chances of  

bursting of microcontroller ,encoder, we can say that whole 

circuit will burst , to avoid this, we are going to use 7805 

voltage regulator which provide constant supply of 5v. 

5) LCD Display Module
 [3]:

 

LCD that we have used is 16x2 LCD display module, 

because it has good benefits than the seven segments display 

module and it can be programmable very easily. 

6) Accelerometer 
[10]:

 

Accelerometer measure the acceleration and give its output 

in form of analog voltage, here the accelerometer that we 

have used is 3-axis accelerometer which can give the output 

of four movement up, down, left and right. 

B. Radio Frequency Module [5]: 

RF module is here used for wireless communication; the 

module that we have used is 315MHz radio frequency 

module. This module has RF transmitter and receiver 

operated at 315MHz frequency. The information is 

transmitted and receiver at a particular rate i.e. 1kbps-

10kbps.Along with this module here we have used encoder 

and decoder.  

1) RF Transmitter: 

RF transmitter consists of 4 pin. These pin are GND, Data, 

Vcc, and ANT. GND is connected to the ground terminal, 

Data pin is connected to the data pin of encoder, the 

function of this pin is that it receives data from the encoder, 

Vcc provide the positive power supply to it, and ANT is 

antenna basically used for transmission of signal up to 

receiver. 

2) RF Receiver: 

RF receiver is consist of 8 pin, from that 3 pin are GND pin, 

2 pin are Vcc, 2 pin are Data pin, and 1 pin is for ANT.GND 

is basically used for connection with ground, Vcc pin 

provide a positive supply for operation, Data pin are 

basically used for feeding the data or information to an 

decoders that are coming from transmitter, ANT is antenna 

which receive signal coming from transmitter. 

V. WORKING OF MODULE 

A. Transmitter Section: 

Transmitter section has a function to transmit the voltage 

information value signal to the receiver using RF module. 

The accelerometer generate or produce its output of gesture 

in analog voltage information value and this analog voltage 

value can be converted into digital voltage information 

value using ADC which is inbuilt in our microcontroller and 

after that signal is encoded and transmitted using 4-pin 

transmitter. 

B. Receiver Section: 

The receiver circuit has 8-pin, it receive signal from 

transmitter wirelessly and that will get actual analog voltage 

information value and that will be display on 16x2 LCD 

Display screen .In our circuit we have connected LED to 

decoder to indicate whether signal is continuously coming 

from transmitter or not. 

 Now for authentic communication we have used 

DIP switches. 

C. Module: 

 
Fig. 3: Module 

VI. PROGRAMMING 

A. Programming: 

Programming done in embedded C 

Coding done on avr notepad 

Compiler used is cygwin  

B. Important Instruction: 

Pin = to read value 

Port = to send value on port 

Ddr = to define entry of data on pin 

Lcd_goto = acts as scanf statement of “c” 

lcd_put   = acts as printf statement of “c” 

initadc_   = to send value to adc 

Readadc = to get value from adc  

C. Header flie: 

# include <avr/io.h> 

# include <util/delay.h> 

# include <lcd_io.h>  

http://www.engineersgarage.com/microcontroller
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VII. APPLICATION AND ADVANTAGES 

It can be used for many medical field applications, off 

course the application can be based on condition. 

A. Application: 

It is basically designed for the patient who is unable to 

communicate, but patient able to communicate with his 

movement, so in following cases patient can used our 

device. 

 In case of stroke 

 In case of vocal paralysis 

 Person who undergone with surgery of vocal cord, 

surgery of oesophagus 

 In case of Hemi paralysis 

 In case Patient trachiostromi 

 In burning case 

B.  Advantages: 

 Require minimum space and can be available 

economically 

 Main advantages is that, this one is wireless, the 

wireless communication can be done using RF 

module 

 Central display unit for Doctor 

VIII. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND LIMITATION 

A. Future Development: 

 In future we can use Zig-bee technology for gesture 

recognition of patient by establishing a wireless 

network in the hospital region. If we connect that 

technology to the internet then machine can be 

controlled form anywhere in the world 

 This technology can be used for other operation, 

like remote locating operation of the   patient 

 Using GSM system, we can increase the range of 

controlling unit.  

B. Limitation: 

As each device has some limitation, here the accelerometer 

we used is 3-axis accelerometer which gives only four 

gesture i.e. movement of patient. We can overcome this 

limitation by multidimensional accelerometer, which can 

recognize multiple movement of patient    

IX. CONCLUSION 

It was a great learning experience for us. We started with the 

idea of providing service to medical industry as a 

biomedical engineer, by developing a device to assist 

physically disabled patient and for doctor. We aimed such 

that, which would have the plasticity for future expansion, 

and also keeping in mind its practical uses.  

 It is suitable for the use in hospitals and nursing 

homes; we have succeeded in developing such device by 

making use of accelerometer at basic level and converting 

gesture into digital signal for communication.  It can be 

improved with the use of latest technology. 
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